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Abstract

In this document we present additional results for the
paper of Mattausch et al. [MIW13]. In particular, we
compare silhouette computation methods used as input
for the shadow editing algorithm, show some additional
editing and animation examples, and show the effect of
the ε parameter of the modified shadow volumes which
takes a silhouette vertex so to s′o.

1 Silhouette Computation

A comparison of silhouettes of the smooth underlying
mesh (computed with the algorithm of Hertzmann et
al. [HZ00]) with standard discrete silhouettes and the
resulting shadow boundaries are shown in Figure 1.

2 More examples

Figure 2 shows how the system behaves in a case
with multiple receiver surfaces. Note that the dragged
shadow correctly projects on top of the picnic table. In
methods that deform the signal on the receiving sur-
face [RTD∗10], the edited shadow would be bound to
the terrain. Some fun results that can be generated with
a few clicks and drags can be seen in Figure 3.

The influence of the ε parameter of the modified
shadow volumes can be seen in Figure 4. In this case,
we edited the shadow of the nose on the floor (enlarg-
ing it and hence also the shadow mesh) and then signif-
icantly changed the light configuration. In such a case,

Figure 1: (A) Cluttered silhouettes of the discrete ge-
ometry. We use the silhouettes computed from the
smooth underlying mesh instead (B), which produce
smooth shadow boundary loops (C) and can be edited
well. A separate color is used for each silhouette and
the same color for the corresponding shadow boundary.

setting ε to 0.02 helps to avoid unwanted self shadows
due to the shadow mesh.
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Figure 2: Because we deform the silhouettes of the
shadow caster, the edited shadow interacts plausibly
with the environment. Dragging the shadow will cor-
rectly place it on top of the table.

Figure 3: Some fun results.

Animation An animation sequence where only the
shadows are moved is shown in Figure 5. The inter-
mediate frames are produced by blending between the
start and the end shape.
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